
Bibliography Example 

*This English Example is for reference only.  

Please use the Japanese format and fill it out as much as possible in Japanese. 

*Leave the item highlighted in yellow as it is in the format. 

論  文  目  録    
 

報告番号 東大 甲 第      号 Name 
 

東  京  太  郎 
 

  Thesis 

  １．Title ○○○○○○○○○○○○○○○○○○○○○○ 

        （××××××××××××××）Add Japanese translation in parenthesis. 

  *Please make sure that the title is exactly the same in every materials. 

 

  ２．Date and Name of Printed Publication 

(1) YYYY/MM ____________ Journal Vol. ____, Pages ____–____ 

“____________________________” (in collaboration with a co-author, ____________) 

 

(2) YYYY/MM ____________ Review Vol. ____, Pages ____–____ 

“____________________________” (in collaboration with a co-author, ____________) 

 

(3) YYYY/MM  To be published in an Academic Publication, Month of ________, Pages ____–____ 

“____________________________” (in collaboration with a co-author, ____________) 

 

  ３．Number of Volumes   １ 

 

 I confirm that the above statements are true and correct. 

   YYYY/MM/DD ←Date you submitted your degree application. 

*Note that this is NOT the date you prepared the materials. 

This have to be the same date in all the necessary materials. 

 

                        ○  ○  ○  ○ (Seal) 

                       （Your Name Handwritten） 

 
 

(1) This Bibliography is not a list of your previous works, but of the works you will submit to 

apply for this degree. 

(2) If your dissertation title is in a language other than Japanese, please attach a Japanese 

translation in parentheses. 

(3) For the part of the dissertation which already has been published, please enter the date, 

title, and the type and name of the society journal title / university journal / academic 

journal / book etc. and attach the name of the publisher in "Date and Name of Printed 

Publication". 

(4) In "Date and Name of Printed Publication" if there are co-authors or research collaborators 

for the published contents, make sure you list their names, and obtain Letter of Consent 

and Acceptances from each of them. However, if the co-author is deceased, then write "物故

(deceased)" after their name in parenthesis. You do not have to submit a Letter of Consent 

and Acceptance from them. 

(5) If your dissertation has not been published yet, write down when it will be. If it is under 

review / in submission / planned to be submitted / no plan to publish etc., write “特になし

(None)” . 

(6) For the number of volumes of the dissertation, please write "１篇". 

Non-Japanese 

without seal may 

substitute his/her 

signature for seal. 

Kanji must be used if you are a non-

Japanese with a kanji name. 

If you do not have a kanji name, enter your 

name in katakana. 

e.g. ジョン スミス 


